
 

 Biography  
 
 
«GUTTER QUEENS’ rise of fame seems 
unstoppable, soon they’ll out-sell big 
arenas» Schaffhauser Nachrichten  
 
The GUTTER QUEENS call themselves ROCK SLUTS 
and are probably the most exciting and spectacular Band to 

come out of Switzerland. They're ready to conquer the World with lots of Charme, Make-up, High 
Heels, Feather Boas, Glitz and Glamour and are the «New Definition of GLAM ROCK». With a 
Sound reminding of the good old days when ROCK'N'ROLL was a LIFESTYLE, they create a fresh, 
high energetic and unique mix of 70s GLAM, 80s SLEAZE and a delighful scent of PUNK ROCK. Live 
they're a Sight to see and outrage on Stage. A wild show topped with glamtastic Outfits, in-your-face 
Attitude and an untamed Rock'n'Roll.  
 
The GUTTER QUEENS have a fantastic Media Presence including several TV Appearances, Radio 
Shows as well as Interviews or Live and CD Reviews in the international Daily, Weekly or Music Press. 
Sometimes tey get compared to bands like the STOOGES, HANOI ROCKS, CRAMPS and of course 
the NEW YORK DOLLS, which certainly had an impact on their Attitude and Music. Furthermore they 
count MÖTLEY CRÜE, TURBONEGRO and GUNS N'ROSES to their Influences. But they're 
much more than another Band in the global Rock Circus. They have the guts to take the best there is in 
Music, fresh it up and approve it with their own unique Style. They innovate and create their own 
LIFESTYLE and ATTITUDE.  
 
Originally founded in Spring 1992 in Schaffhausen – although they're now based in Zürich – the Band 
have a constantly growing fanbase. Worldwide Managements, Labels and Bookers show big Interest 
in the Band. That led to various Contributions to other than ChangesOne Record Label Compilations. 
The GUTTER QUEENS contributed many Songs for Samplers around the world, from Japan to the 
UK and from the US to Zurich. Their Songs are also likely to be chosen for Soundtracks to Extreme 
Sport-Videos (Moto Cross or Biking) in the USA.  
 
Everywhere the GUTTER QUEENS climb up a Stage they intrigue and impress with their Style and 
Sound and the Crowd loves them dearly and deeply. They attract a lot of People and fill even big Venues. 
News, Tourdates, glamourous Pix, Sounds and much more can be found at their Website:  
www.GUTTERQUEENS.com  
 
Its told that those ROCK SLUTS have a bright Future:  
 
►  JIM JUVENILE (vocals & blues harp) is a founding Member and played in several Punk Rock 
Bands such as the BITCH BOYS. They released a handful of Demos and toured excessively through 
Germany and Eastern Europe. He's the drop-dead gorgeous Singer, whose wild and furious Stage 
Presence will never be forgotten, once you've had the pleasure to see him perform. Dare you to put him 
on a Leash...  
 
► SARAH MEPHÏSTA MEMPHÏS (guitar & backing vocals) joined in Spring 1999 as the rhythm 
guitarist. She once founded the allgirl '77 Punk Rock Band SUBURBIAN FLÖWERS of whom Jello 
Biafra claimed they're the best allgirl Outfit in Switzerland. This breathtaking Beauty rocks beyond her 
Make-up. She takes care of the Band Management.  
 
► ELVIRA TARANTELLA (drums) grabbed the drumsticks also in Spring 1999. She used to play 
amongst other Bands in the allgirl Combo ANANDA'S DECADENZ, who had excessive touring 
around Switzerland and Europe. She's already known as the Wonder Woman on Drums. She's vital, full 
of energy and her drumming convinces everyone.  
 



► CALMO SIDEBURN (bass) gained live Experience by sowing his wild oats in different Party Bands 
and got crowned in the beginning of 2000. He's the one Teenagers save their teddy bears for. Nothing can 
stop this heart-robbing Boy from playing great Slut Rock.  
 
► DANNY GLIZZ (guitar & backing vocals) joined the Band after the founding member Zygi the Wild 
One left in 2017. He is engaged in various Bands in Lucerne and has loves 60's Garage Bands. His 
charming laid-back attitude sparks in the dark.  
 
 
You’ll sure as hell hear of ‘em!  
 
Be aware when the teaszy sleaszy TRASH GODDESSES hit a Stage, behaving wild and furious 
and making the Audience scream and shout. You'll never ever forget these five charming, sexy & 
outrageous ROCK SLUTS sweating Blood and Make-up and playing a high energetic and razor 
sharp in-your-face ROCK'N'ROLL! There throbbs the Fake Eyelash on your Lid and Glitter 
Dust is pouring down your rouged-up Cheek. THAT'S ROCK, BABY!  
 
Some media quotes:  
«The GUTTER QUEENS got Rhythm in their Blood and Glamour in their Hearts»  
(Züri Tipp / Swiss Newspaper)  
 
«The GUTTER QUEENS know how to Rock with Lipstick and Rouge»  
(Schaffhauser Nachrichten / Swiss Newspaper)  
 
«The Gender and Taste bending GUTTER QUEENS get a Motor with the greatest Ingrediences 
running» (Loop Musikzeitung / Swiss Music Mag)  
 
«The GUTTER QUEENS are dead good and the Future of Glam Rock»  
(Fireworks Magazine / UK)  
 
«Are the GUTTER QUEENS the next big Thing?» (Loop Musikzeitung / Swiss Music Mag)  
«The GUTTER QUEENS are the best Band that the Swiss Music Market has to offer»  
(Schaffhauser AZ / Swiss Newspaper)  
 
«The GUTTER QUEENS are going to blow you away! Definitely the New York Dolls of the 
Millennium» (Glitter Orphans / UK Zine)  
 
«The worst Mistake you could make is to ignore the GUTTER QUEENS. Amen!!!!!!»  
(Glitzine WebZine / UK & S)  
 
«GUTTER QUEENS, the Secret Weapon of the Swiss Rock Scene» (Music Scene / Swiss 
Magazine)  
 
«Our compliments! This is fantastic Slut Rock» (Rock Hard / German Magazine)  
 
«GUTTER QUEENS is probably Switzerland's greatest Band ever» (Organart / UK Zine)  
«As they played I LOVE ROCK'N'ROLL the whole crowd at the sold-out WILD AT HEART 
was jumping up and down» (Plastic Girl / German Zine) 

 

 

Contact: 
info@gutteruqeens.com – gutterqueens.com 


